
Papermaking:
using overbeaten fibers



What does “overbeaten” mean when it 
comes to handmade paper?

Regular sheet forming pulp has a thicker consistency and drains very quickly on 
the mold. This pulp can only be used to create base sheets.

Overbeaten fiber, is pulp that has been put through the beater for a longer period 
of time and the fiber itself has become shorter. This makes the fiber easier to 
manipulate and it drains more slowly which allows the papermaker to make 
slight changes in the sheet formation. 



1. The sheet will drape better 
and come out being less thick 
(depending on how much 
you charge the vat with pulp 
to begin with). This is good 
for bookmaking. 

2. Will absorb more pigment, 
which allows you to create 
more saturated tones. 

3. Certain fibers get more 
translucent the more you beat 
them, such as abaca and flax. 

4. Image making processes such 
as pulp painting, blowouts, 
and watermarking. 

Reina Beater with 3hr cotton rag + retention aid

Benefits to using overbeaten fibers



Through and Through (2015). Handmade paper, wax, thread.



Examples of translucency

Abaca fiber beaten for 4 hours in a 
Reina beater. 

Abaca fiber beaten for 3 hours in a 
Valley Beater. 



Instructions for preparing overbeaten fiber

1. Use half the amount of fiber than what the beater allows for. (i.e. If you are 
working with a 1lb beater, use 1/2 lb of fiber. If you are working with a 2lb beater, 
use 1lb of fiber). 

2. Soak the fiber ahead of time and tear it down into the beater as it runs. Allow the 
fiber to process for a few minutes. 

3. Take down the roller bar until you hear a grinding sound. Leave it for 45 minutes.

4. Next, take down the roller bar until you hear the grinding get louder. 

5. Do this every 45 minutes for 2-3 hours.  

6. Check that the fiber dissipates in a jar of water (it is hard to see). Raise the roller, 
and while the meter is still running add sizing and after 10 minutes retention aid 
(if you plan to pigment the pulp). Depending on the studio you may add pigment 
while it is in the beater or you may need to empty and pigment outside of the 
beater. 



Instructions depend on the fiber you are 
beating and on the beater you are using:

1. Cotton Linter takes the shortest amount of time to beat down. Not as high quality 
as cotton rag and does not take pigment as well. Cheaper option.

2. Cotton Rag takes longer to process, but it absorbs pigment better and makes for a 
nicer sheet of paper. A bit more expensive

3. Flax and abaca get more translucent the longer you leave them in the beater and 
the lower the blades are taken down. It takes the longest to process, especially if 
you are using a beater other than a Reina beater. 



David Reina Beater

Lee Scott McDonald, Oracle Beater

Valley Beater



Cutting stencils

Mylar works, but frosted mylar tends to work best because it has a slight tooth and 
wants to release from the wet pulp easier. 



Beginning the blowouts



A hose mister will work but a Fogg-
It is ideal because it mists very 
sublty.

Hold it vertically straight above the 
stencil and blow away the pulp 
exposed by openings in the stencil. 

When you go to remove stencil do so 
from left to right (opposite if you are 
left handed) and maintain the fogg-it  
backed off just slightly. This ensures 
that the stencil and pulp remain 
moist so that they release, but it 
keeps the mister from ruining the 
shape you have made by continuing 
to blow it away. 

Equipment









Cotton-abaca-cotton sandwich. 
WET.

Cotton-abaca-cotton sandwich. DRY.



Drying methods: Stretching over a frame.



Paper experiments: 
Overbeaten cotton linter, three layers,                                Cotton rag/cotton linter blend, one layer, waxed,
stretched, waxed.                                                               stitching.



Overbeaten cotton linter, stretched, single layers, waxed. 


